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1. Introduction
The origin of ultrahigh energy cosmic rays (UHECRs), cosmic rays with energies in excess of
1 EeV (1018 eV), has long been an open question in astroparticle physics. Flux and composition
measurements of UHECRs by the Pierre Auger Observatory (Auger) and the Telescope Array (TA)
have provided a much clearer picture of the flux arriving at Earth. However, these observables are
an amalgamation of UHECRs accelerated by a variety of astrophysical sources over cosmic time
and processed by interactions, both in their source environments and in propagation to Earth. To
overcome this, we study the properties of typical sources indirectly by employing phenomenolog-
ical source models that are agnostic about the specific astrophysical system accelerating CRs to
ultrahigh energies. For this purpose, we use the Unger-Farrar-Anchordoqui (UFA) source model
[1]. UFA has been shown to give high-precision fits to both the Auger spectrum and composition
data by taking into account photodisintegration interactions in the source environment. The model
characterizes the source using a number of physical parameters which can be tuned to obtain a good
fit to data. These best-fit parameters give insight into the physical characteristics typical sources
can have compatible with observations. In this way, constraints can be placed on UHECR sources.
Other observables also carry information about the properties of UHECR sources, however.
Neutrino and gamma-ray secondaries are produced by CR interactions inside their source environ-
ment and in propagation to Earth. These secondaries act as neutral messengers probing both the
source environment and global properties of UHECR sources. Auger [2] and IceCube [3] provide
the strongest upper-bounds on the neutrino flux between ∼ 3 PeV and ∼ EeV. To complement these
bounds, the Fermi-Large Area Telescope (LAT) gives an upper-bound on the diffuse gamma-ray
flux in the 100 MeV to ∼ TeV energy range [4, 5]. By calculating the predicted neutrino and
gamma-ray fluxes in UFA models we can further exclude models which violate these bounds.
These multimessenger studies (in particular the neutrino flux limits) lead to constraints on
the characteristic energy of the photon field surrounding the source. The UHECR spectrum and
composition proves to be the strongest constraint on the source evolution, with a preference for
a star-formation-like source evolution, and we report on constraints on the distance to the near-
est source. Finally, we consider the possibility of two distinct primary CR populations, as could
arise, e.g., if there are different source types. In particular, we explore a secondary pure-proton
component and find that, for both hadronic interaction models considered, this improves the fit to
the UHECR data — by up to 5σ — without producing a conflict with gamma-ray and neutrino
constraints.
2. Results
A summary of our results, as was presented at the conference, follows below. For a detailed
discussion of this work see [6].
To study the effects of source evolution we considered two source evolution parametrizations:
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where a = 3.26± 0.21, b = 2.59± 0.14, and c = 5.68± 0.19; and a single power-law evolution
with an exponential cutoff,
ξ (z) =
{
(1+ z)m z < z0
(1+ z0)me−(z−z0) z ≥ z0 ,
(2.2)
where in both cases ξ (z) is the comoving power density of CR sources at redshift z relative to its
value today. After marginalizing over all other source parameters, we found the best-fit models as



































































Figure 1: Best-fit CR spectrum (top panel) and composition (bottom panels) for a SFR evolution using a
blackbody photon field and hadronic interaction model SIBYLL2.3C. Top: CR spectrum (black line) along
with the Auger 2017 spectrum (black circles). For illustration, the spectrum is also shown broken down
by mass group (colored lines). Bottom: CR composition-sensitive observables Xmax (left) and σ(Xmax)
(right) plotted along with their Auger 2017 values (black circles), where error bars and shaded boxes denote
statistical and systematic uncertainties. SIBYLL2.3C predictions for pure-proton (red) and pure-iron (blue)
compositions are also shown.
The resulting best-fit reduced χ2 values are shown in Fig. 2 as a function of source evolution
for several photon field parametrizations and two post-LHC hadronic interaction models, EPOS-
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interaction model assumed the conclusion is the same: positive source evolutions, like SFR, for
which there was more CR production in the past, are able to better describe the Auger spectrum
and composition data.












Modified blackbody = 2
EPOS-LHC
Sibyll2.3c
Figure 2: Reduced χ2 of best-fit models as a function of source evolution index m. Results are shown for
several photon field parametrizations (symbols) and hadronic interaction models (colors).
While gamma-ray data does not currently constrain source evolutions in the range −5 ≤ m ≤
+5 which we considered, there is a clear evolution-dependent shape to the gamma-ray flux, as is
shown in Fig. 3. Similarly, current neutrino bounds do not constrain the CR source evolution and
current neutrino experiments will require at least another decade of exposure before they will be
able to do so [6].
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Figure 3: Gamma-ray fluxes for various CR source evolutions (dashed colored lines). The extragalactic
gamma-ray background (EGB) flux for galactic foreground model A (black circles) and model B (blue
squares), upper-bound on the truly diffuse gamma-ray background (TDGRB, grey shaded region), and upper-
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Current neutrino bounds are constraining, however, for the temperature (or peak photon en-
ergy) of the photon field in the source environment. As the temperature of the source photon field
increases, the threshold energy for photopion production decreases, and the number of neutrinos
produced increases (as is illustrated in Fig. 4). This allows us to constrain the blackbody temper-
ature of the source to be less than 4000 K, or to have a peak photon energy of less than 500 meV,
based on current neutrino bounds.
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Figure 4: Neutrino flux for various blackbody source photon field temperatures (colored lines). Auger
2017 (grey line) and IceCube 2018 (black line) upper-bounds on the cosmic neutrino flux are shown, along
with the astrophysical neutrino flux measured by IceCube (purple data points and inferred spectrum). The
predicted sensitivites of several future neutrino detectors, POEMMA [10], RNO [11], and GRAND [12], are
also shown (grey dotted lines).
Throughout our study, we considered two classes of CR composition injected into the source
environment: a composition with a narrow mass range, approximated by a single mass injection,
and an extended, Milky Way-like composition. While the single-mass composition describes the
spectral data well with a silicon-like mass injection, the Milky Way-like (or galactic mix) com-
position produces a predicted spectrum which overshoots observations around the cutoff. This
overshoot is due to the fact that the galactic mix includes heavy nuclei like iron. While this could
be interpreted as indicating that a narrow mass range better represents the CR composition injected
into UHECR source environments, it is important to note that the behaviour of the spectrum in
the cutoff region is very sensitive to the distance to the nearest source of UHECRs. To study if a
non-zero distance to the nearest source could improve the fits where a galactic mix composition
is used, we conducted fits using a source evolution with no sources up to comoving distance Dmin
and a SFR evolution beyond Dmin. By using a non-zero nearest source distance, the spectral cutoff
in models using a galactic mix injection is able to describe the data to much higher accuracy, as is
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source, under the assumption of a given injected composition. For galactic mix injections, the near-
est source (in the Auger field of view) is likely to be 30−50 Mpc from Earth, while for single-mass
























Dmin = 0 Mpc, 2red = 4.06
Dmin = 10 Mpc, 2red = 3.58
Dmin = 30 Mpc, 2red = 3.07
Dmin = 50 Mpc, 2red = 2.99
Dmin = 75 Mpc, 2red = 3.44







Figure 5: Effect of the distance to the nearest source on the best-fit CR spectrum for models using a Milky
Way-like composition for CR injection into the source environment. For illustration, the spectrum is broken
down by mass group (dashed colored lines) for the Dmin = 50 Mpc case.
Finally, we consider the possibility that there exists a secondary and sub-dominant pure-proton
component to the spectrum. Such a component helps to improve the fit on two fronts: it lightens
and variegates the too-heavy and too-pure composition generically produced by photodisintegration
models at energies above the ankle. To model this secondary component we parametrized the












where Eref = 1019 eV and φUFA is the escaping flux of the primary UFA component. As shown in
Fig. 6, this secondary component generically improves the fit over a broad range of values for fp
and EUHEpmax . Depending on the hadronic interaction model assumed, this improvement can be as
much as 5σ over the best-fit model without a secondary component.
Importantly, the addition of this secondary pure-proton component is unconstrained by current
gamma-ray and neutrino bounds. However, future neutrino detectors, like RNO and GRAND, will
be able to detect or constrain such a component, as can be seen in Fig. 7. Moreover, the addition
of this secondary component hints at the possibility of a population of CRs at the highest energies
with rigidities above 10 EV (as is illustrated in Fig. 8 for the maximum proton signal compatible
with data). If such a population exists, their deflections in the galactic magnetic field would be
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Figure 6: Effect on fit due to an additional pure-proton component with (a) single-mass EPOS-LHC, (b)
single-mass SIBYLL2.3C, (c) galactic mix EPOS-LHC, and (d) galactic mix SIBYLL2.3C mixed compo-
sition models. The color indicates the number of standard deviations, Nrelσ , from the corresponding best-fit
UFA15 model without the extra component. Black contours indicate the combined CR-neutrino bounds with
the dark blue region excluded by current Auger data at the 90% CL.
Current neutrino and cosmic ray data is compatible with more than 10% of the CRs above 50 EeV
being protons, regardless of the assumed hadronic interaction model or composition at injection.
Future mass-senstive UHECR detectors, such as AugerPrime [13] and POEMMA, will be able to
constrain this possibility.
3. Conclusion
We have shown that applying a multimessenger approach to UHECR source models can be
very effective at illuminating the types of source properties that can be describe observations.
Applying a realistic, but astrophysical source-agnostic, UHECR source model allows for strong
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positive and SFR-like source evolutions are strongly favored by current observations. Further, these
evolutions are not yet constrained by either gamma-ray or neutrino bounds.
Neutrinos can, however, be an effective probes of properties inside the source environment
such as the blackbody temperature of the ambient photon field surrounding the source. Current
neutrino bounds constrain this temperature to be less than 4000 K, or less than 500 meV for the
peak photon energy of the photon field.
The cutoff of the CR spectrum has been shown to be an effective probe of the nearest source
distance, under the assumption of a given injected composition into the source environment. We
find that this favors the nearest source (in the Auger field of view) to be 30−50 Mpc from Earth if
the injected composition is Milky Way-like and within ∼ 5 Mpc of Earth if the injected composition
is relatively pure.
Figure 7: Range of gamma-ray (dashed lines) and neutrino (solid lines) fluxes produced by best-fit models in
the fp-E
UHEp
max parameter space compatible with current CR and neutrino data, injecting either a single-mass
or galactic mix composition into the source environment. Results are shown for both EPOS-LHC (green)
and SIBYLL2.3C (red) hadronic interaction models. Predicted sensitivities of future neutrino detectors are
also shown (blue lines). The Auger 2016 upper-bound ([14], black) on UHE gamma-rays is also shown.
Finally, we find that the data strongly favors the addition of a secondary, sub-dominant pure-
proton component to the spectrum. This extra component is both unconstrained and improves the
model’s description of the data over a broad range of parameter values. Moreover, such a com-
ponent hints at the possibility of a population of CRs with rigidites above 10 EV at the highest
energies, with more than 10% of the CRs above 50 EeV allowed to be protons while still be-
ing compatible with current data, regardless of the hadronic interaction model assumed. Future
mass-sensitive UHECR detectors, such as AugerPrime and POEMMA, as well as future neutrino
detectors, such as RNO and GRAND, could constrain or even detect the existence of this secondary












































1 mass, EPOS-LHC, 2red = 4.66
1 mass, Sibyll2.3c, 2red = 2.56
Gal. mix, EPOS-LHC, 2red = 6.11
Gal. mix, Sibyll2.3c, 2red = 3.59
Figure 8: Predicted CR spectra (solid lines) in two-component models producing the maximum proton
signal at Earth above 50 EeV compatible with current data. For illustration, the proton component of the
spectrum is also shown (dashed lines).
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